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Abstract. Our regulatory systems have attempted to keep abreast of new tech-
nologies by recalibrating and adapting our regulatory frameworks to provide for 
new opportunities and risks, to confer rights and duties, safety and liability frame-
works, and to ensure legal certainty for businesses. These adaptations have been 
reactive and sometimes piecemeal, often with artificial delineation on rights and 
responsibilities and with unintended flow-on consequences. Previously, technol-
ogies have been deployed more like tools, but as autonomy and self-learning ca-
pabilities increase, robots and intelligent AI systems will feel less and less like 
machines and tools. There is now a significant difference, because machine learn-
ing AI systems have the ability to learn, adapt their performances and ‘make de-
cisions’ from data and ‘life experiences’. This chapter provides brief insights on 
some of the topical developments in our regulatory systems and the current de-
bates on some of the risks and challenges from the use and actions of AI, auton-
omous and intelligent systems. [1] 
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1 Introduction 

The base tenets of our regulatory systems were created long before the advances and 
confluence of new technologies including AI (artificial intelligence), IoT (Internet of 
Things), blockchain, cloud and others. With the rise of these new technologies we have 
taken many initiatives to address their consequences by recalibrating and adapting our 
regulatory frameworks to provide for new opportunities and risks, to confer rights and 
duties, safety and liability frameworks, and ensure legal certainty for business. 

Sector-specific regulation has also been adopted and adapted to address market fail-
ures and risks in critical and regulated domains. These changes have often been reactive 
and piecemeal, with artificial delineation of rights and responsibilities. There have been 
many unintended consequences. More recently we have begun to learn from past mis-
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haps, and these regulatory adaptations are now more likely to be drafted in technologi-
cally neutral way avoiding strict technical definition, especially when the field is still 
evolving rapidly. 

AI and algorithmic decision-making will over time bring significant benefits to many 
areas of human endeavour. The proliferation of AI systems imbued with increasingly 
complex mathematical and data modelling, and machine learning algorithms, are being 
integrated in virtually every sector of the economy and society, to support and in many 
cases undertake more autonomous decisions and actions. 

How much autonomy should AI and robots have to make decisions on our behalf 
and about us in our life, work and play? How do we ensure they can be trusted, and that 
they are transparent, reliable, accountable and well designed? 

Previously, technologies have often been deployed more like tools, as a pen or paint-
brush, but as autonomy and self-learning capabilities increase, robots and intelligent AI 
systems feel less and less like machines or tools. AI will equip robots and systems with  
the ability to learn using machine-learning algorithms. They will have the ability to 
interact and work alongside us or to augment our work. They will increasingly be able 
to take over functions and roles and, perhaps more significantly, the ability to make 
decisions. 

When I reviewed AI ethical frameworks in 2019, there were more than 70 in exist-
ence. The number continues to grow. In 2019, jurisdictions including Australia [2] and 
the EU [3] published their frameworks, adding to the lists of contributors including the 
OECD Principles on Artificial Intelligence [4], the World Economic Forum AI Gov-
ernance: A Holistic Approach To Implement Ethics Into AI [5] and the Singapore 
Model AI Governance Framework [6]. The debates have matured significantly since 
then, beyond ethical principles to more detailed guidelines on how such principles can 
be operationalised in the design and implementation to minimise risks and negative 
outcomes. But the challenge has always been putting principles into practice. 

Emerging technologies are rapidly transforming the regulatory landscape. They are 
providing timely opportunities for fresh approaches in the redesign of our regulatory 
systems to keep pace with technological changes, now and into the future. AI is cur-
rently advancing more rapidly than the process of regulatory recalibration. Unlike the 
past, there is now a significant difference—we must now take into consideration, ma-
chine learning AI systems that have the ability to learn, adapt their performances and 
‘make decisions’ from data and ‘life experiences’. 

This chapter provides brief insights on some of the topical developments in our reg-
ulatory systems and the current debates to address some of the challenges and risks 
from the use and actions of AI, autonomous and intelligent systems. [1] 

2 Automation, Jobs and Employment law implications 

Over the past few years we have been inundated with predictions that robots and auto-
mation will devastate the workplace, replacing many job functions within the next 10 
to 15 years. We have already seen huge shifts in manufacturing, mining, agriculture, 
administration and logistics, where a wide range of manual and repetitive tasks have 
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been automated. More recently, cognitive tasks and data analyses are increasingly being 
performed by AI and machines. 

Historically, new technologies have always affected the structure of the labour mar-
ket, leading to a significant impact on employment, especially lower skilled and manual 
jobs. But now the pace and spread of autonomous and intelligent technologies are out-
performing humans in many tasks and radically challenging the base tenets of our la-
bour markets and laws. These developments have raised many questions. 

Where are the policies, strategies and regulatory frameworks to transition workers 
in the jobs that will be the most transformed, or those that will disappear altogether due 
to automation, robotics and AI? 

Our current labour and employment laws, such as sick leave, hours of work, tax, 
minimum wage and overtime pay requirements, were not designed for robots. What is 
the legal relationship of robots to human employees in the workplace? In relation to 
workplace safety— what liabilities should apply if a robot harms a human co-worker? 
Would the ‘employer’ of the robot be vicariously liable? What is the performance man-
agement and control plan for work previously undertaken by human employees work-
ing under a collective bargaining agreement, now performed or co-performed with AI 
or robots? How would data protection and privacy regulations apply to personal infor-
mation collected and consumed by robots? Who would be responsible for cyber secu-
rity and the criminal use of robots or AI? 

Are there statutory protection and job security for humans displaced by automation 
and robots? Should we tax robot owners to pay for training for workers who are dis-
placed by automation, or should there be a universal minimum basic income for people 
displaced? Should we have social plans, such as exist in Germany and France, if re-
structuring through automation disadvantages employees? 

There are many divergent views on all these questions. All are being hotly debated. 
Governments, policy makers, institutions and employers all have important roles to 
play in the development of digital skills, in the monitoring of long-term job trends, and 
in the creation of policies to assist workers and organisations adapt to an automated 
future. If these issues are not addressed early and proactively, they may worsen the 
digital divide and increase inequalities between countries and people. 

ICT professionals are also being impacted as smart algorithms and other autonomous 
technologies supplement software programming, data analysis and technical support 
roles. With AI and machine learning developing at an exponential rate, what does the 
future look like? 

2.1 Case study - line between human and robo advisers in financial services 

FinTech (financial technology) start-ups are emerging to challenge the roles of banks 
and traditional financial institutions. FinTechs are rapidly transforming and disrupting 
the marketplace by providing ‘robo-advice’ using highly sophisticated algorithms op-
erating on mobile and web-based environments. The technology is called robotic pro-
cess automation (RPA) and is becoming widespread in business, and particularly in 
financial institutions. Robo-advice or automated advice is the provision of automated 
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financial product advice using algorithms and technology and without the direct in-
volvement of a human adviser [7]. 

Robo-advice and AI capabilities have the potential to increase competition and lower 
prices for consumers in the financial advice and financial services industries by radi-
cally reshaping the customer experience. They are designed, modelled and programmed 
by human actors. Often they operate behind the scenes 24/7 assisting the people who 
interact with consumers. There are considerable tasks and risks involved in writing al-
gorithms to accurately portray the full offerings and complexity of financial products. 

In 2017 Australia, after a number of scandals, introduced professional standards leg-
islation for human financial advisers [8]. These regulations set higher competence and 
ethical standards, including requirements for relevant first or higher degrees, continuing 
professional development requirements and compliance with a code of ethics. The ini-
tiatives were introduced into a profession already under pressure from the robo envi-
ronment. 

Because robo-advice is designed, modelled and programmed by human actors, 
should these requirements also apply to robo-advice? Should regulators also hold ICT 
developers and providers of robots and autonomous systems to the same standards de-
manded from human financial advisers? What should be the background, skills and 
competencies of these designers and ICT developers? 

Depending on the size and governance framework of an organisation, various play-
ers and actors could be involved in a collaborative venture in the development, deploy-
ment and lifecycle of AI systems. These might include the developer, the product man-
ager, senior management, the service provider, the distributor and the person who uses 
the AI or autonomous system. Their domain expertise could be in computer science, or 
mathematics or statistics, or they might be an interdisciplinary group composed of fi-
nancial advisers, economists, social scientists or lawyers. 

In 2016 the Australian regulator laid down sectoral guidelines [9] for monitoring and 
testing algorithms deployed in robo-advice. The regulatory guidance requires busi-
nesses offering robo-advice to have people within the business who understand the “ra-
tionale, risk and rules” used by the algorithms and have the skills to review the resulting 
robo-advice. What should be the competencies and skills of the humans undertaking 
the role? 

The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [10] went further, by placing 
an explicit onus on the algorithmic provider to provide “meaningful information about 
the logic involved” [11].  In addition, GDPR provides an individual with explicit rights 
including the rights to obtain human intervention, to express their point of view and to 
contest the decision made solely by automated systems [12] that has legal or similarly 
significant impact. GDPR applies only when AI uses personal data within the scope of 
the legislation. 

Revealing the logic behind an algorithm may potentially risk and disclose commer-
cially sensitive information and trade secrets used by the AI model and on how the 
system works. 

The deployment of robo-advice raises many new, interesting and challenging ques-
tions for regulators accustomed only to assessing and regulating human players and 
actors. 
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3 Do robots and AI dream of owning Intellectual Property? 

AI and machine-learning systems have already developed to the point where they can 
write music, generate automated reports, create art or even display human traits such as 
curiosity and conduct experiments to self-learn and develop [13]. Humans excel in cre-
ativity, imagination, problem solving, collaboration, management, and leadership 
which, at least for now, are very far off for AI and automation. 

Will AI eventually outpace human capability and creativity? This may happen, but 
there is no consensus on when. Whatever the case, we are seeing more examples of 
original works created not by humans, but by autonomous AI. Businesses are increas-
ingly investing in new AI and robotics technologies, and in research and innovation to 
enhance competitiveness. 

AI has introduced extra dimensions to the complexity of intellectual property (IP). 
Investors should tread with caution while questions remain about the ownership of 
works generated or supplemented by AI. Who owns intangible outputs which could be 
perceived as IP when they are generated by a robot or AI? Who owns the IP—the man-
ufacturer, the developer or the programmer? Could ownership fall to the user who pro-
vided the data for the robot to create the output? Or alternatively, could the robot own 
its creations? 

But what happens when inventions, source code, objects or other assets are created 
autonomously and are directed by non-human entities, as will increasingly be the case 
in the future? The distinction between human-generated works and AI-generated works 
is emerging to be a controversial topic. 

Our current regulatory framework generally assumes that IP is created by natural 
persons. The UK [14], European [15] and US [16] patent offices, recently rejected pa-
tent applications in which an AI machine ‘DABUS’ was designated as the inventor. 

Commentators have long distinguished between computer-assisted [17] and com-
puter-generated works. In many countries, including Australia, the former category has 
created few copyright problems, but computer-generated works with little or no human 
involvement pose a challenge to copyright’s subsistence. Any works created by auton-
omous AI and robots will suffer serious hurdles in securing copyright protection. They 
might not have sufficient human authorial contribution for copyright to subsist. Given 
that technological research and progress are often driven by the promise of financial 
rewards, this uncertainty around IP ownership could be a disincentive for commercial 
entities to invest in AI development. 

Some jurisdictions have implemented specific provisions to protect literary, dra-
matic, musical or artistic work which is computer-generated. [18] Section 178 of the 
UK Copyright Designs and Patents Act 1988 defines “computer-generated work” to 
mean work “generated by computer in circumstances such that there is no human author 
of the work”. The author is the person who undertook the arrangements necessary for 
the creation of the work [19]. 

The WIPO’s Second Session of the Conversation of Intellextual Property and Arti-
ficial Intelligence have disclosed the significance of the debate and that the “attribution 
of copyright to AI-generated works will go to the heart of the social purpose for which 
the copyright system exists” [20].  
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4 Data Fuels AI But Who Owns Data? 

Data is at the centre of the operation of many AI machine learning models. Industrial 
and public data, as well as personal data, are important sources of input for the training 
and evaluation of AI machine learning models. 

The deployment of advanced intelligent algorithmic software, in conjunction with 
the rapid declining cost of digital storage, is fuelling the assembly and combination of 
vast datasets (known as ‘Big Data’) for automated data processing and interrogation. 
These algorithmic programs are more cost effective and efficient than human readers 
and are being progressively deployed across all domains of our society. Their aims are 
to unlock and discover new forms of value, to connect previously unseen linkages, and 
provide insights to stimulate growth and innovation in the digital economy [21]. 

Economies have formed around data, irrespective of whether an adequate regulatory 
framework has been built around it. In their relentless technological development, the 
AI and Big Data phenomena have overtaken the slow march of our law and have em-
braced and encapsulated some of the facets of our concepts of property without giving 
due regard and serious thought to the implications of treating data as property. In an 
attempt to create order from a runaway phenomenon, should there be underlying policy 
reasons to accord some form of property rights in the context of Big Data, and if not, 
some ‘bundles of rights’? [22] 

Property rights evolve and change to address the practical needs of a given epoch in 
our society. Those needs change as our values and norms evolve. There is abundant 
literature on the different senses in which the term ‘property’ has been used to encap-
sulate the move from the traditional notions of property, such as land and chattels, to 
the notion of property in intangibles, such as artistic works. We are embarking on yet 
another significant leap, this time regarding property or ‘property-like’ considerations 
in data. 

It is difficult to define property with any precision as the “notions of property inevi-
tably change to reflect their context” [23]. Property law deals with rights and if recog-
nised under established heads of law are claims ‘good against the world’, often de-
scribed as ‘rights to exclude others’ [24]. 

Protecting value and proprietary rights in data involves a balancing act between 
many vested interests, including the interests of the purported owner, the interests of 
the custodian, the interests of competing third parties, and the interests of the public to 
access and use data. The debate on data ownership rights, and the layered complexities 
and issues pertaining to the granting of property rights in data, has intensified as the use 
and control of data assets become more and more critical to our economy and our ability 
to innovate. This requires a balancing of the commercial, private and public interests in 
data, as well as data protection and privacy concerns. 

Existing laws in relation to copyright, patent, confidential information and trade se-
cret, and trademark all relate to and protect rights involving information. 

As observed by Nimmer, “copyright law has become a primary source of property 
rights in information in the 1990s” [25]. But existing copyright law is an inadequate 
framework for the consideration of property rights in data, because it provides owners 
with only a limited property right in the expression of the information [26]. Copyright 
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law does not concern itself with the control or flow of ideas, facts or data per se. The 
data components contained in the copyrighted work may not be protected, no matter 
how valuable. Ideas and facts are generally regarded to be in the public domain [27]. 

The right to control use of information may also arise under patent or other laws. 
Patent protects the use of ideas or information contained in the patent, by restricting the 
practice of the invention for a period of time. 

In Australia and elsewhere, the question of whether information can be properly 
characterised as property in the context of confidential information has been subjected 
to much academic and judicial commentary over the last half century [28]. But if the 
owner of the confidential information places it in the public domain and accessible for 
Big Data mining and analysis, the inherent ‘secrecy’ may be lost. In Australia, as in the 
United Kingdom, there is authority which supports the proposition that information is 
not property [29]. 

AI, Big Data and our society’s dependence on the digital economy have emerged 
comparatively rapidly. This has heightened the debate on our ability and freedom to 
use and extract value from data without fear of prosecution as we try to gain insights 
into new discoveries, innovation and growth. Granting separate property rights to dis-
crete collections of data (datasets) would create a substantial barrier to the evolution of 
Big Data and our ability to mine valuable information from these datasets. 

In the world of Big Data these datasets can be created, collected and obtained (some-
times even verified) automatically, or as a by-product of another business function. 
Some will require the investment of time, capital and labour, while others may only 
require computer processing time. It will depend upon the types and forms of datasets, 
how they are derived, and the purpose they serve. 

The different types and forms of Big Data will continue to challenge our thinking 
and concepts around the question of data ownership. They will also continue to create 
uncertainty about the boundaries of control and data ownership. 

Rights in data come in many forms and from a variety of sources. For the most part, 
traditional intellectual property law has proven to be inadequate in providing protection. 
[30] These traditional intellectual property regimes do not provide adequate cover for 
data and information-based products. Indeed, these laws exclude most Big Data da-
tasets (in whole or in part) from protection. 

With the pervasive use of technology today, a rapidly growing percentage of our 
information is created automatically from the use of IoT devices, mobile and GPS de-
vices, smart meters, systems collecting transactional data, and many other sources. 
Most of these sources generate factual information, so it is unlikely that they would be 
protected under our traditional intellectual property laws. Should rights be left to the 
realms of contract, confidential information, trade secrets, unfair competition laws and 
other mechanisms? Or should government provide the custodianship to enhance re-
searchers’ access to Big Data? 

In 2006, the European Union adopted the Database Directive [31] in recognition of 
the fact that copyright is inadequate to protect the investment made by database owners. 
The database directive provides for two levels of protection: 
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a) a sui generis database protection where a substantial investment has been un-
dertaken (financial, technical or human) in “obtaining, verifying, or presenting 
the contents of the database” [32]. 

b) in addition to that provided by copyright law, where by reason of the selection 
or arrangement of their contents constitute the author's own intellectual crea-
tion [33]. 

Article 1 of the directive defines a database as a “collection of independent works, data 
or other materials arranged in a systematic or methodical way and individually acces-
sible by electronic or other means”. 

In the USA, the tort of misappropriation allows owners some control over the use 
that can be made of their databases. 

4.1 Is it about Data Portability, Access and Control? 

In the era of AI, machine learning models, data portability and the right to control ac-
cess to data are also relevant. The right to control another's access to information can 
involve several distinct bodies of law, including contract law, the law of confidential 
information and trade secrets, computer and cyber crime law, communications law, and 
various laws relating to privacy. 

Recently we have seen examples of government intervention using the regulatory 
framework to regulate interest in data in the digital environment, without the require-
ment to establish ownership in the data held or restricted by an access control system 
associated with a function of the computer. 

The Australian Consumer Data Right (CDR) regulations [34] give individuals and 
businesses greater control over their data, including the ability to access particular data 
in a usable form and to direct a business to securely transfer that data to a trusted third 
party. The consumer right will roll out across sectors of the economy, commencing in 
the banking sector from July 2020 followed by the energy and telecommunications sec-
tors. The data regulatory framework also imposes significant additional privacy and 
data sharing obligations and penalties for breach. 

In the EU, the Free Flow of Non-Personal Data Regulation [35] and the General Data 
Protection Regulation [36] allow users of data processing services to use the data gath-
ered in different EU markets to improve their productivity and competitiveness. Both 
EU Regulations refer to data portability and aim to make it easier to port data from one 
IT environment to another one, to enable switching of service providers and to foster 
competition. 

5 Legal personhoods for AI 

Historically, our regulatory systems have granted rights and legal personhood to slaves, 
women, children, corporations and more recently to landscape and nature. Two of In-
dia’s rivers, the Ganga and the Yamuna, have been granted legal status. In New Zealand 
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legislation was enacted to grant legal personhoods to the Whanganui river, Mount Ta-
ranaki and the Te Urewera protected area. Previously, corporations were the only non-
human entities recognised by the law as legal persons. 

“To be a legal person is to be the subject of rights and duties” [37]. Granting legal 
personality [38] to AI and robots will entail complex legal considerations and is not a 
simple case of equating them to corporations. 

Who foots the bill when a robot or an intelligent AI system makes a mistake, causes 
an accident or damage, or becomes corrupted? The manufacturer, the developer, the 
person controlling it, or the robot itself? Or is it a matter of allocating and apportioning 
risk and liability?  

As autonomic and self-learning capabilities increase, robots and intelligent AI sys-
tems will feel less and less like machines and tools. Self-learning capabilities for AI 
have added complexity to the equation. Will granting ‘electronic rights’ to robots assist 
with some of these questions? Will human actors use robots to shield themselves from 
liability or shift any potential liabilities from the developers to the robots? Or will the 
spectrum, allocation and apportionment of responsibility keep step with the evolution 
of self-learning robots and intelligent AI systems? Regulators around the world are 
wrestling with these questions. 

The EU is leading the way on these issues. In 2017 the European Parliament, in an 
unprecedented show of support, adopted a resolution on Civil Law Rules on Robotics 
[39]  by 396 votes to 123. One of its key recommendations was to call on the European 
Commission to explore, analyse and consider “a specific legal status for robots … so 
that at least the most sophisticated autonomous robots could be established as having 
the status of electronic persons responsible for making good any damage they may 
cause, and possibly applying electronic personality to cases where robots make auton-
omous decisions” [40]. 

The EU resolution generated considerable debate and controversy, because it calls 
for sophisticated autonomous robots to be given specific legal status as electronic per-
sons. The arguments from both sides are complex and require fundamental shifts in 
legal theory and reasoning. 

In an open letter, experts in robotics and artificial intelligence have cautioned the 
European Commission that plans to grant robots legal status are inappropriate and “non-
pragmatic” [41]. 

The European Group on Ethics in Science and New Technologies, in its Statement 
on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Autonomous Systems, advocated that the con-
cept of legal personhood is the ability and willingness to take and attribute moral re-
sponsibility. “Moral responsibility is here construed in the broad sense in which it may 
refer to several aspects of human agency, e.g. causality, accountability (obligation to 
provide an account), liability (obligation to compensate damages), reactive attitudes 
such as praise and blame (appropriateness of a range of moral emotions), and duties 
associated with social roles. Moral responsibility, in whatever sense, cannot be allo-
cated or shifted to ‘autonomous’ technology” [42]. 

In 2020, the EU Commission presented its “White Paper on Artificial Intelligence— 
A European approach to excellence and trust for regulation of artificial intelligence 
(AI)” [43] and a number of other documents including a “Report on the safety and 
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liability implications of Artificial Intelligence, the Internet of Things and robotics” [44] 
for comments. The White Paper is non-committal on the question of endowing robots 
with specific legal status as electronic persons. It proposes a risk-based approach to 
create an ‘ecosystem of trust’ as one of the key elements of a future regulatory frame-
work for AI in Europe, so that the regulatory burden is not excessively prescriptive or 
disproportionate. 

I concur with the conclusions reached by Bryson et al [45] that the case for electronic 
personhood is weak and the negatives outweigh the benefits—at least for the foreseea-
ble future. 

As evidenced by the historical debates on the status of slaves, women, corporations 
and, more recently landscape and nature, the question of granting legal personality to 
autonomous robots will not be resolved any time soon. There is no simple answer to 
the question of legal personhood, and one size will not fit all. 

Should legal personhood for robots or autonomous systems eventuate in the future, 
any right invoked on behalf of robots, or obligation enforced against them, will require 
new approaches and significant recalibration of our regulatory systems. Legal person-
hood could potentially allow autonomous robots to own their creations, as well as being 
open to liability for problems or negative outcomes associated with their actions. 

6 Responsibility and Liability for damages caused by AI 

How should regulators manage the complexity and challenges arising from the design, 
development and deployment of robots and autonomous systems? What legal and social 
responsibilities should we give to algorithms shielded behind statistically data-derived 
‘impartiality’? Who is liable when robots and AI get it wrong?  

There is much debate as to who amongst the various players and actors across the 
design, development and deployment lifecycle of AI and autonomous systems should 
be responsible and liable to account for any damages that might be caused. Would au-
tonomy and self-learning capabilities alter the chain of responsibility of the producer 
or developer as the “AI-driven or otherwise automated machine which, after consider-
ation of certain data, has taken an autonomous decision and caused harm to a human’s 
life, health or property” [46]? 

Or has “inserting a layer of inscrutable, unintuitive, and statistically-derived code in 
between a human decisionmaker and the consequences of that decision, AI disrupts our 
typical understanding of responsibility for choices gone wrong”? [47] Or should the 
producer or programmer foresee the potential loss or damage even when it may be dif-
ficult to anticipate—particularly in unusual circumstances, the actions of an autono-
mous system? These questions will become more critical as more and more autonomous 
decisions are made by AI systems. 

One of the more advanced regulatory developments in AI is in the trialling of auton-
omous vehicles [48] and in the regulatory frameworks for drones [49]. 
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The rapid adoption of AI and autonomous systems into more diverse areas of our 
lives—from business, education, healthcare and communication through to infrastruc-
ture, logistics, defence, entertainment and agriculture—means that any laws involving 
liability will need to consider a broad range of contexts and possibilities. 

We are moving rapidly towards a world where autonomous and intelligent AI sys-
tems are connected and integrated in complex IoT environments in the mesh and “the 
plurality of actors involved can make it difficult to assess where a potential damage 
originates and which person is liable for it. Due to the complexity of these technologies, 
it can be very difficult for victims to identify the liable person and prove all necessary 
conditions for a successful claim, as required under national law” [50]. The burden of 
proof in a tort fault-based liability system in some countries could significantly increase 
the costs of litigation. 

We will need to establish specific protections for potential victims of AI-related in-
cidents to give consumers confidence that they will have legal recourse if something 
goes wrong. 

One of the proposals being debated is for the creation of a mandatory insurance 
scheme to ensure that victims of incidents involving robots and intelligent AI systems 
have access to adequate compensation. This might be similar to the mandatory com-
prehensive insurance that owners need to purchase before being able to register a motor 
vehicle [51]. 

Another approach is for the creation of strict liability rules to compensate victims 
for potential harm caused by AI and autonomous systems along the lines of current 
product liability laws in the EU and Australia. Strict liability rules would ensure that 
the victim is compensated regardless of fault. But who amongst the various players and 
actors should be strictly liable? 

Whether the existing mixture of fault-based and strict liability regimes are appropri-
ate is also subject to much debate. 

Introducing a robust regulatory framework with relevant input from industry, poli-
cymakers and government would create greater incentive for AI developers and manu-
facturers to reduce their exposure by building in additional safeguards to minimise the 
potential risks to humanity. 

7 Transparency and Explainability of AI 

Algorithms are increasingly being used to analyse information and define or predict 
outcomes with the aid of AI. These AI systems may be embedded in devices and sys-
tems and deployed across many industries and increasingly in critical domains, often 
without the knowledge and consent of the user. Should humans be informed that they 
are interacting with AI, on the purposes of the AI, and on the data used for the training 
and evaluation?  

To ensure that AI based systems perform as intended, the quality, accuracy and rel-
evance of data are essential. Any data bias, error or statistical distortion will be learned 
and amplified. In situations involving machine learning—where algorithms and deci-
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sion rules are trained using data to recognize patterns and to learn to make future deci-
sions based on these observations, regulators and consumers may not easily discern the 
properties of these algorithms. These algorithms are able to train systems to perform 
certain tasks at levels that may exceed human ability and raise many challenging ques-
tions including calls for greater algorithmic transparency to minimise the risk of bias, 
discrimination, unfairness, error and to protect consumer interests. 

Over the last few years legislators have started to respond to the challenge. In the 
EU, Article 22 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [52] gives individu-
als the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated decision-making 
(no human involvement in the decision process), except in certain situations including 
explicit consent and necessity for the performance of or entering into a contract. The 
GDPR applies only to automated decision-making involving personal data. 

In the public sector, AI systems are increasingly being adopted by governments to 
improve and reform public service processes. In many situations, stakeholders and us-
ers of AI will expect reasons to be given for transparency and accountability of govern-
ment decisions which are important elements for the proper functioning of public ad-
ministration. It is currently unclear how our regulatory frameworks would adjust to 
providing a meaningful review by our courts of decisions undertaken by autonomous 
AI systems, or in what circumstances a sub-delegation by a nominated decision-maker 
to an autonomous AI systems would be lawful. We may need to develop new principles 
and standards and “to identify directions for thinking about how administrative law 
should respond … that makes sense from both a legal and a technical point of view. 
[53]. 

As machine learning evolves, AI models [54] often become even more complex, to 
the point where it may be difficult to articulate and understand their inner workings—
even to people who created them. This raises many questions: what types of explanation 
are suitable and useful to the audience? [55] How and why does the model perform the 
way it does? How comprehensive does the explanation need to be—is an understanding 
on how the algorithmic decision was reached required, or should the explanation be 
adapted in a manner which is useful to a non-technical audience? 

In the EU, the GDPR explicitly provides a data subject with the following rights: 
a) rights to be provided and to access information about the automated decision-

making; [56] 
b) rights to obtain human intervention and to contest the decision made solely by 

automated decision-making algorithm; [57] and 
c) places explicit onus on the algorithmic provider to provide “meaningful infor-

mation about the logic involved” in algorithmic decision, the “significance” 
and the “envisaged consequences” of the algorithmic processing [58]. 

But how would these rights operate and be enforced in practice? With recent and 
more complex non-linear black-box AI models, it can be difficult to provide meaningful 
explanations, largely due to the statistical and probabilistic character of machine learn-
ing and the current limitations of some AI models—raising concerns including account-
ability, explainability, interpretability, transparency, and human control.  

What expertise and competencies would be required from a data subject to take ad-
vantage of the rights or for the algorithmic provider to provide the above rights? 
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“In addition, access to the algorithm and the data could be impossible without the 
cooperation of the potentially liable party. In practice, victims may thus not be able to 
make a liability claim. In addition, it would be unclear, how to demonstrate the fault of 
an AI acting autonomously, or what would be considered the fault of a person relying 
on the use of AI” [59]. 

This opacity will also make it difficult to verify whether decisions made with the 
involvement of AI are fair and unbiased, whether there are possible breaches of laws, 
and whether they will hamper the effective access to the traditional evidence necessary 
to establish a successful liability action and to claim compensation. 

Should organisations consider and ensure that specific types of explanation be pro-
vided for their proposed AI system to meet the requisite needs of the audience before 
starting the design process? Should the design and development methodologies adopted 
have the flexibility to embrace new tools and explanation frameworks, ensuring ongo-
ing improvements in transparency and explainability in parallel with advancement in 
the state of the art of the technology throughout the lifecycle of the AI system? 

While rapid development methodologies may have been adopted by the IT Industry, 
embedding transparency and explainability into AI system design requires more exten-
sive planning and oversight, and requiring input and knowledge from a wider mix of 
multi-disciplinary skills and expertise. 

New tools and better explanation frameworks need to be developed to instill the de-
sired human values and to reconcile the current tensions and trade-off between accu-
racy, cost and explainability of AI models. Developing such tools and frameworks is 
far from trivial, warranting further research and funding. 

8 Summary and Looking Beyond 

This chapter raises some of the major topical regulatory issues and debates relating to 
job transition and employment law; data ownership, portability, access and control; le-
gal status of AI and personhood; intellectual property ownership by AI; AI liability; 
transparency and meaningful AI explanation; and aspects of data protection and pri-
vacy. 

In the wake of the 2020 “black lives matter” protests, a number of technology com-
panies have announced limitations on plans to sell facial recognition technology. There 
have also been renewed calls for a moratorium on certain uses of facial recognition 
technology that has legal or significant effects on individuals until appropriate legal 
framework has been established [60]. 

The need to address AI and autonomous system challenges has increased in urgency 
as the adverse potential impact could be significant in specific critical domains. If not 
appropriately addressed, human trust will suffer, impacting on adoption and oversight 
and in some cases posing significant risks to humanity and societal values. 

From this brief exploration, it is clear that the values and issues outlined in the chap-
ter will benefit from much broader debate, research and consultation. There are no de-
finitive answers to some of the questions raised—as for many, it is a matter of perspec-
tive. I trust that this chapter will embark you on your own journey as to what our future 
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regulatory systems should encapsulate. Different AI applications create and pose dif-
ferent benefits, risks and issues. The solutions that might be adopted in the days ahead, 
will potentially challenge our traditional beliefs and systems for years to come. We are 
facing a major paradigm shift which will require significant rethink of some of our 
long-established legal principles, as we must now take into consideration, machine 
learning AI systems that have the ability to learn, adapt and ‘make decisions’ from data 
and ‘life experiences’. 

ICT professionals understand better than most in relation to the trends and trajecto-
ries of technologies and their potential impact on the economic, safety and social con-
structs of the workplace and society. Is it incumbent on ICT professionals and profes-
sional societies to raise these issues and ensure they are widely debated, so that appro-
priate and intelligent decisions can be made for the changes, risks and challenges 
ahead? ICT professionals are well placed to address some of the risks and challenges 
during the design and lifecycle of AI-enabled systems. It would be beneficial to society 
for ICT professionals to assist government, legislators, regulators and policy formula-
tors with their unique understanding of the strengths and limitations of the technology 
and its effects. 

Historically, our regulatory adaptations have been conservative and patchworked in 
their ability to keep pace with technological changes. Perhaps the drastic disruptions 
that COVID-19 has caused in our work, life and play beyond the normal will provide 
sufficient impetus and tenacity to consider and re-think on how our laws and regulatory 
systems should recalibrate with AI and autonomous systems, now and into the future. 
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